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Chromatic Souls : AFK Raid is an exciting, tactical idle RPG based on blockchain technology.

Greetings, Adventurers! Welcome to Chromatic Souls : AFK Raid, where progress knows no bounds!

Set off on a journey to conquer the game's vast fantasy world and defeat Bosses with your friends.

Powerful weapons, prodigious lands, and valuable treasures await you.

As you progress through the game, you'll come across stronger weapons, expand your territory, and amass 
all sorts of different currencies.

Now then, it's time for you to step into the beautiful world of Chromatic Souls : AFK Raid!

Free to Play

Anyone can dive into the world of Chromatic Souls : AFK Raid!

Simply download the game on your mobile device from the Google Play Store or the App Store.



As more Adventurers join the fray, the ecosystem of Chromatic Souls : AFK Raid will continue to grow.

 Google Playstore

App store

More players means more fun and a more stable and robust ecosystem.

Accounts

Players can sign in to the game using a Google, Apple, Facebook, or Hive account.

However, we recommend that you log in through a Hive account to fully experience the world of 
Chromatic Souls : AFK Raid.

Your Hive account will be directly linked to the C2X Station, enabling you to enjoy the game's world to 
its fullest.
 

NEWS

Official Website

  Medium

 Discord

 Twitter

Newsletter

GAME PLAY

Story

Chromatic Souls : AFK Raid — The Story of Rohan

Monsters invaded the once-peaceful kingdom of Rohan.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.gamevil.idlecs.android.google.global.normal
https://apps.apple.com/app/chromatic-souls-afk-raid/id1548602503
https://chromaticsouls.c2x.world/en
https://medium.com/chromatic-souls-afk-raid
https://discord.gg/sADt6Cfx3T
https://twitter.com/chromatic_souls
https://chromaticsouls.c2x.world/en#news


As the monsters grew stronger, Rohan plunged into deeper turmoil.

The royal guards fought back valiantly, but their efforts proved futile.

Then, at a decisive moment, several brave heroes arrived on the scene and managed to take out every last 
enemy.

However, the peace that followed did not last long.

Call it luck or foresight...

The Kingdom of Rohan had formed the Adventurer Alliance in order to foster promising Adventurers and 
prepare themselves for potential danger.

These Adventurers set off to subjugate the monsters around the Kingdom.

On their journey, they heard the tale of the Chromatic Dragon and soon encountered the legendary monster, 
growing ever-so powerful...

Glossary

Get to know the world of Chromatic Souls : AFK Raid

Term Meaning

Adventurer Any player that takes part in the world of Chromatic Souls : AFK Raid.

The training program that Adventurers go through before they join the 



Adventurer Alliance League Adventurer Alliance. Those who place at the top of the rankings are given 
special rewards.

Adventurer
Alliance

Graduates of the Adventurer Alliance League gather here. This is where 
Adventurers of the Kingdom can compete against each other.

Skills
Ancient books in Rohan that have been passed down through generations. 
Adventurers can obtain various class abilities through these books.

Gear
Each character can equip 6 different pieces of gear: Weapon, Head, Chest, 
Back, Feet, Hands. Adventurer can use gear to become more powerful.

Relics
Rare items that can be obtained by conducting research with an archeologis
Relics are connected to Ancient Books and can be used with skills.

Party
A 4-player group that consists of 4 different classes: Knight, Mage, Rogue, 
and Druid. These Adventurers unite their abilities to take on powerful 
monsters.

Mithril
A very rare resource that can be obtained from Mithril Mines. Mithril is used to
craft gear or purchase rare items at the Shop.

Soul Stones
The most valuable jewel in Chromatic Souls : AFK Raid. Soul Stones hold 
great power and are used to craft [SSR] gear.

Game Guide

Understanding & Playing Chromatic Souls : AFK Raid



Hello, Adventurers! Welcome to the world of Chromatic Souls : AFK Raid.

We're here to teach you all the ins and outs of the game.

Here's all the information you need to start playing!

Play Mode

Explore a vast world and hunt down monsters.

Play Mode is divided into the following components:

Adventure Mode

Dungeon

Adventure League

World Boss

Rift

Party Play

Future Updates

Adventure Mode

Idle Mode

Explore a breathtaking world and defeat the evil monsters invading Rohan. 

Earn rewards by killing monsters. The best part? The game does the work for you. 

Your adventure continues—even when you close the game!

Boss Battle 

Tap the Challenge button to fight powerful boss monsters.

Defeat the boss to proceed to the next stage.

The higher the stage you clear, the more rewards you'll earn. Rewards consist of Idle Mode rewards and 
EXP for growth.



Dungeon

Ancient Fortress

The Ancient Fortress is a dungeon that rotates daily.

Each dungeon offers different rewards.

Dungeon changes at GMT+8.

Rewards: Element Skill Scrolls (Fire, Ice, Earth, Lighting, Holy, Dark)

U. Labyrinth

A multi-floor labyrinth. Reaching the higher numbered floors will net you more rewards.

Adventurers can challenge this mode again during designated times. After that, all progress will be 
reset.

Rewards: Skills, Relics, Gold, Blue Gems, and more.

Chapter Dungeons

Clear stages by challenging Bosses in Adventure Mode.

A Chapter Dungeon is activated once you clear all the stages for a chapter.

Rewards: Ancient Coins, Blue Gems, Gold, Skill Scrolls, Iron Ores, Skill Ticket Fragments, Element 
Skill Scrolls, and more.

Mithril Mine

The Mithril Mine appears in Chapters 4, 6, 12, 15, and 20.

A powerful boss awaits you in the Mithril Mine. Defeat the boss to earn Mithril.

Mithril Mines open every 8 hours and adventurers can obtain Mithril based on their chapter progress.

Please refer to the table below on available rewards at Mithril Mines:

Clear 
Rewards

Chapter 4 Chapter 6 Chapter 12 Chapter 15 Chapter 20



R x30 x50 x100 x140 x165

R+ x35 x55 x105 x145 x170

SR x40 x60 x110 x150 x175

SR+ x45 x65 x115 x155 x180

SSR x50 x70 x120 x160 x185

SSR+ x55 x75 x125 x165 x190

UR x60 x80 x130 x170 x195

Adventurers can earn up to 5,000 Mithril per week by clearing Mithril Mines.

The clear rewards may be adjusted to sustain a healthy token economy.

Adventure League

Adventurer League

The Adventurer League turns amateur Adventurers into full-fledged professionals.

All players must make their way through this league when they start the game. Each season runs for 15 
days.

Adventurer Leagues open every 12 days, and every new adventurer undergoes the Adventurer League.

Become a true Adventurer by engaging in party play with other players participating in the same season.

Once the Adventurer League ends, you can play with Adventurers who completed the league during a 
different season.

The duration and the open cycle of the Adventurer League may be adjusted in order to sustain a 
healthy token economy.

Rankings

While in the Adventurer League, you'll be ranked based on your progress in Adventure Mode.

Higher-ranked players will be awarded Soul Stones once the Adventurer League season is over.

Rewards for Season 12 and on are as follows:



Reward Group Soul Stones (Party) Soul Stones (Solo)

1st Place 720,000 180,000

2nd Place 360,000 90,000

3rd Place 180,000 45,000

4th - 20th Place 24,000 6,000

The ranking reward is variable and may be adjusted to sustain a healthy token economy.

World Boss

Adventurers Wanted!

World Boss: Dragon Turtle

The Dragon Turtle has awoken from the deep sea! It's staying near the Ancient Fortress, but it will 
invade the continent at any time.

The kingdom needs every powerful Adventurer to take on this boss.

Participation

World Boss spawns at 16:00 UTC and runs away at 15:00 UTC every day.

If it's defeated before it runs away, Elimination Rewards will be sent out to all Adventurers.

Competition

Scoring higher damage against the World Boss will be your best record.

The higher record of the two daily attempts will count.

Rankings are determined based on the sum of contribution up to Sunday.

Rankings

While in the Adventurer League, you'll be ranked based on your progress in Adventure Mode.

Higher-ranked players will be awarded Soul Stones once the Adventurer League season is over.

Rewards for Season 12 and on are as follows:



Reward Group Soul Stones (Party)

1st 1,800,000

2nd 1,200,000

3rd 950,000

4th 850,000

5th 750,000

6th 550,000

7th 450,000

8th 350,000

9th 250,000

10th 150,000

11st~20th 65,000

21st~30th 45,000

31st~40th 25,000

41st~50th 13,000

51st~60th 9,000

61st~70th 7,500

71st~80th 6,000

81st~90th 4,500

91st~100th 2,500

101st~200th 1,500

The ranking reward is variable and may be adjusted to sustain a healthy token economy.

Rift

Adventurers Wanted!

Rift Created



Signs of a huge Rift have been spotted in the north of the Kingdom.

Use Rift Stones to summon Rift Bosses that you can defeat with your Party members.

Once Rift Bosses are eliminated within the time limit, all party members can obtain various rewards.

Eliminate Rift Bosses

Each Party member can enter the Rift once to eliminate monsters.

Once all party members have entered the Rift, you need currency to enter Rift additionally.

You can gain a party buff if you challenge the Rift alongside your party members.

Obtain Rift Stone

Rift Stones can be obtained at a set rate from Archeology Lab > Exploration.

The higher the Exploration Level, the better chance to obtain higher grade Rift Stones

They can also be obtained from Boxes on the World Map at a rare chance.

Rift Monsters:

While in the Adventurer League, you'll be ranked based on your progress in Adventure Mode.

Higher-ranked players will be awarded Soul Stones once the Adventurer League season is over.

Rewards for Season 12 and on are as follows:

Reward Group Element Reward Source

Infernal Lord Fire Blue Gem
Exploration, Mystery Box,

Shop

Storm Empress Lightning Skill Scroll
Exploration, Mystery Box,

Shop

Earth Tyrant Earth Iron Ore
Exploration, Mystery Box,

Shop

Tidal Wave Guide Ice Gold
Exploration, Mystery Box,

Shop

Daybreak Arbiter Holy
Research Ticket 

Fragment
Exploration, Mystery Box,

Shop

Abyss Gazer Dark Craft Ticket Fragment
Exploration, Mystery Box,

Shop

The bigger the level gap between characters and monsters, the lower the available amount of 



rewards.

Party Play

Cooperation

Chromatic Souls : AFK Raid is centered around 4-player party play.

A party consists of 1 Tanker, 2 Dealers, and 1 Healer.

Duplicate Dealer classes are available in a party.

Simply choose your desired class and join a party.

Solo-Play

This doesn't mean you can't enjoy the game on your own! When playing solo, NPCs will fill in to assist 
you.

The stats of the bots are set based on the party member with the lowest level.

The skills used by the bots vary with the skill settings of the party leader.

Future Updates

PvP

Adventurers will be able to battle against each other starting Q4 2022 (tentative).

By then, the game's ecosystem will have grown considerably, allowing you to earn better rewards.

Characters

Players become Adventurers and journey with other characters in the world of Chromatic Souls : 
AFK Raid.



Class    

Adventurers in Chromatic Souls : AFK Raid work together to defeat monsters.

A group of Adventurers is called a party. A party consists of 4 Adventurers.

Each Adventurer plays a specific role in the party.

Knight

Knight stands firm at the forefront of the party.

Knight uses his shield to protect the party from enemy attacks and keep the party safe from harm.

Mage

Mage generates magic to deal tons of damage.

As the party's primary damage dealer, she unleashes magic from her fingertips to annihilate enemies. 

Rogue

Rogue is also tasked with inflicting damage to enemies.

With her swift movement, only the bloodstains of enemies remain in her wake.

Druid

Druid plays a vital role in protecting the party.

Her skills can heal party members, allowing them to get back into the fight.



Leveling Up

By leveling up, you can Upgrade and Advance your characters to make them even more powerful.

Levels 

You can gain EXP and level up your character in Adventure Mode.

Each time your characters level up, they gain increased stats and Normal Talent Points.

By distributing your Talent Points properly, you can strategically build your characters.

Upgrading and Advancing 

Characters can be upgraded every 10 levels and advanced every 50 levels.

Normal Talent and Special Talent Points can be obtained through Upgrade and Advance.

Special Talent Points can be used to develop Special Talent Passives.

A character's appearance changes once they Advance.

Strengthen your characters further with Upgrade and Advance.

Gear

Chromatic Souls : AFK Raid offers a wide variety of potent gear.

Adventurers can enhance their gear to grow even stronger.



Crafting 

Gear can be crafted at the Forge in Rohan.

Mithril can be used to craft [SR] gear.

Soul Stones can be used to craft [SSR] gear.

Gear Parts

A character can equip 6 different pieces of gear.

Gear Parts: Weapon, Head, Chest, Back, Feet, Hands

Each class has its own gear.

Enhancing Gear 

Gear is divided into 8 grades: [R], [R+], [SR], [SR+], [SSR], [SSR+], [UR], [UR+].

Gear can be enhanced up to Lv. 10 using Iron Ores.

Once your gear has reached its max level, it can be fused with other gear of the same part.

Only R–SSR gear can be fused to increase its grade.

Gear used as Fusion material will be destroyed.

[UR] Gear is divided into NFT Soul Gear and in-game Soul Gear.

Soul Gear

UR Gear is also called Soul Gear.

NFT Soul Gear can be minted at C2X Station.

Soul Gear is mainly divided into two categories: NFT Gear and in-game Soul Gear.

As for [UR+] Gear, there's only in-game Soul Gear. You can obtain them via Fusion at Refinery.

In-game Soul Gear are bound to your characters. You can craft up to [UR+] through Fusion at Forge.

Each piece can have different skills based on its Soul.

NFT Gear with Souls mark is rare and powerful.



Players can create, use, and trade NFT Gear in-game.
The Soul Options of Soul Gear can be found below:

Soul Option Details

Fire Dragon's Heart Increases Basic Attack damage by #%.

Lightning Dragon's Heart Increases CRIT Rate by #%.

Earth Dragon's Heart Increases skill damage/healing by #%.

Ice Dragon's Heart Reduces incoming damage by #%.

Divine Dragon's Heart Increases all stats except ATK SPD by #%.

Evil Dragon's Heart Increases ATK SPD by #%, but reduces all other stats by #%.

Sacred Flame Increases ATK by #% every # Basic Attack(s). Stacks up to # time(s).

Sacred Storm Counterattacks with #% ATK as damage every # hit(s) taken.

Sacred Naissance Reduces DEF of the target afflicted with skills by #%. Stacks up to # time

Sacred Tsunami
Deals additional damage equal to #% of ATK when a skill lands as a CR
HIT.

Sacred Light Heals all allies by #% upon Basic Attack after using a respective skill.

Sacred Shadow Increases incoming damage by #%, but restores #% Max HP when hit.

Flame Devil's Soul
Reduces incoming damage by #% and increases damage by #% each t
you're hit. Stacks up to # time(s).

Lightning Devil's Soul
Generates a DoT effect that deals #% damage every # sec when landing
CRIT HIT with direct attacks.

Earth Devil's Soul Increases damage/healing by #% on targets with less than 30% HP.

Ice Devil's Soul
Deals additional damage by #% whenever dealing damage to targets un
debuffs.

Light Devil's Soul
Instantly restores HP by #% when your HP drops to half or lower. (Coold
30 sec)

Dark Devil's Soul Reduces ATK SPD by #%, but increases skill damage by #%.

Fire Lord's Essence Increases damage, healing, and Barrier absorption of Fire skills by #%.

Lightning Lord's Essence Increases damage, healing, and Barrier absorption of Lightning skills by

Earth Lord's Essence Increases damage, healing, and Barrier absorption of Earth skills by #%

Ice Lord's Essence Increases damage, healing, and Barrier absorption of Ice skills by #%.

Divine Lord's Essence
Increases damage, healing, and Barrier absorption of Lightning/Earth/Ho
skills by #%.



Dark Lord's Essence
Increases damage, healing, and Barrier absorption of Fire/Ice/Dark skills
#%.

Arbiter's Passion Increases ATK of all allies by #%.

Arbiter's Wrath Increases CRIT HIT of all allies by #%.

Arbiter's Indomitability Increases healing received by #% for all allies.

Arbiter's Dispassion Increases DEF of all allies by #%.

Arbiter's Justice
All allies gain a Barrier that absorbs damage by #% and has an immunit
against a casting block effect. (Cooldown: 30 sec).

Arbiter's Unholiness
Reduces HP of all allies by #% at the start of battle, and restores 150% o
reduced HP for a certain duration.

Skill

Use the power of the elements that encompass the world of Chromatic Souls : AFK Raid to defeat your 
enemies.

Skills are the key to attacking enemies, blocking damage, and protecting your party members.

How to Obtain Skills



Skills can be obtained at the Shop, Tower of Knowledge, or through login rewards and events.

Enhancing Skills

There are 12 Skill Grades (R, R+, SR, SR+, SSR, SSR+, UR, UR+, USR, USR+, LR, LR+).

Using Skill Scrolls and Element Skill Scrolls, skills can be enhanced up to a character's max level.

However, some skills have their own max level based on their grade.

Skills can be fused with an identical copy to enhance their grade.

Elements 

Each skill has an Element (Fire, Lightning, Earth, Ice, Holy, and Dark).

Fire is strong against Lighting, Lightning is strong against Earth, and Earth is strong against Ice.

Holy and Dark only interact with each other.

Adventurers are encouraged to prepare for the most effective matchup based on an enemy's Element.

Element Efficacy will put you at an advantage or disadvantage during battle.

Use your skills strategically to gain the upper hand.

Skill Mastery

Based on a long study at the Skill Lab, we have finally found a way to amplify skill effects.

Spend Mythril or Gold on the Skill Settings screen to increase the Skill Mastery Level.

Raise the Skill Mastery to boost the selected slot’s skill effects.

Skill Master Level

Skill Mastery Level can increase through mastering skills.

The amount of the boosted Mastery Level will be given randomly.

Based on your Skill Mastery Level, its achievable grade differs. The higher the Mastery Grade is, the 
lower the chances of gaining better Masteries.

As the Mastery increases, it also increases the skill multiplier of that slot.

If your skill levels are low, there may be restrictions on the skill multipliers even if the Mastery is high.

Relics

Relics are ancient artifacts containing magical power.



Relics bestow special abilities upon skills.

How to Obtain Relics

Relics can be obtained through Exploration (Archeology Lab), the Shop, Login rewards, and Events.

Upgrading Relics

Relics have grades, and upgrading them will increase their grade.

When you obtain multiple of the same Relic, you can upgrade them in Archeology Lab.

Like skills, there are 12 Relic Grades (R, R+, SR, SR+, SSR, SSR+, UR, UR+, USR, USR+, LR, LR+).

Higher-grade Relics have more powerful effects.

Game Economy Loop

Core Game Loop

ECONOMY



On-chain Currencies

Main tokens in the ecosystem of Chromatic Souls : AFK Raid

C2X 

Governing tokens in the C2X ecosystem

Tokens required to mint and trade NFT collectibles

Convertible tokens using Soul Stones

A minimum of 1,000 Soul Stones are required for the exchange. A maximum of 100,000 Soul 
Stones can be exchanged every day. 

 

CST

Utility tokens of Chromatic Souls : AFK Raid

Tokens required to mint NFT collectibles



Convertible tokens using Mithril

A minimum of 1,500 Mithrils are required for the exchange. A maximum of 4,000 Mithrils can be 
exchanged every day.

Earning and using Game Tokens may be restricted by applicable laws within the region you’re 
located in. This region includes China(PRC), Singapore, and South Korea, and may be added or 
updated at the time of the official release.

In-Game Currencies

Various currencies in Chromatic Souls : AFK Raid

Soul Stones

You'll be awarded these unique stones for outplaying the competition in the Adventurer League.

Soul Stones are rare jewels used to craft [SSR] gear and purchase the most valuable of items at the 
Shop.

Exchange Soul Stones for C2X at the C2X Station and use them to craft mighty NFT gear.

Methods of earning Soul Stones may be added or changed in the future.

Mithril

Earn Mithril from Mithril Mines or by completing special missions.

Mithril is used to craft [SR] gear and purchase rare items at the Shop.

You can exchange Mithril for CST at the C2X Station.

Dimension Coin

A Dimension Coin is an in-game item that allows you to convert Mithril to CST.

One Dimension Coin is used at a time when converting Mithril to CST.

Conversion is not available if you don't have Dimension Coins.

Adventurers can obtain Dimension Coins from in-game contents.

Gold



Gold is an essential currency for your overall growth. It can be obtained from places like Adventure 
mode.

You'll need Gold to enhance gear, learn skills, and upgrade your Relics.

Blue Gems

Earn Blue Gems as you play the game. Use them on Skill Draw and in the Shop.

Red Gems

You can obtain Red Gems through in-app purchases and use them on Skill Draw, Accel, and more.

Iron Ores

You'll need Iron Ores to enhance gear. They can be obtained from Idle Rewards and Chapter 
Dungeons.

They're used at the Forge and also go into crafting [R] gear.

Ancient Coins

You can earn Ancient Coins as Chapter Dungeon Clear Rewards.

Ancient Coins can be spent on items at the Ancient Shop that'll help you on your journey.

NFTs

Player assets in Chromatic Souls : AFK Raid

In Chromatic Souls : AFK Raid, players can own their very own NFTs.

Players can use these NFTs to interact with both the real world and the fantasy world.

Soul Gear NFTs

NFT Minting

Crafting and trading NFT items may be restricted by laws within the region you’re located in. This 
region includes China(PRC), Singapore, and South Korea, and may be added or updated at the 



time of the official release.

Soul Gear NFTs

NFT gear is considered to be the most powerful gear in the game.

NFT gear comes in various forms and possesses unique strengths.

Owning and using NFT gear allows you to progress faster and earn more Mithrils.

How to Obtain NFTs

Minting

Anyone can obtain NFTs as long as they have the right gear and tokens.

To start off, exchange the Soul Stones and Mithril you earned from gameplay for actual tokens like C2X and 
CST.

Then use your tokens to craft Chromatic Souls : AFK Raid NFTs.

There are two ways to craft NFTs:

1. Lv. 10 [SSR+] Gear x2 + C2X + CST

2. NFT Gear x2 + C2X + CST (Craft attempts are limited.)



Each piece of NFT gear can be used as material up to 5 times. Once you reach this limit, they can no longer 
be used as material.

Please note that you have to "LOCK" your NFT in C2X Station in order to mint or equip it in-
game.

Don't worry if you can't see the enhancement level of the NFT gear in C2X Station.
The enhancement level of the NFT gear can only be seen in-game.

Purchasing NFTs 

You can also buy Chromatic Souls : AFK Raid NFTs from the C2X Marketplace.

NFTs you've purchased can be found at the C2X Station.

You can then transfer them to Chromatic Souls: AFK Raid via the C2X Station. Characters can use these 
NFTs as gear in-game.

Please note that the enhancement level of the NFT gear will RESET when the owner of the NFT 
changes (trading between players, and in Marketplace).

The enhancement level of the NFT gear will NOT RESET when utilizing LOCK/UNLOCK 
functions in the C2X Station.

NFT Minting

There are two ways to mint NFTs using the C2X Station:

1. Lv. 10 [SSR+] Gear x2

2. NFT Gear x2

CST and C2X are used upon minting NFT gear.

Mint 1 : Lv. 10 [SSR+] Gear x2

You have to consume 2 SSR+ gears and the minting fee in order to mint an NFT.

  C2X Per Mint CST Per Mint



Fee 15 C2X 50 CST

As you can refer to the image below, if you want to mint an NFT with two SSR+ gears, the minting fee 
calculation would be : 

           15 C2X, 50 CST  +  15 C2X, 50 CST  =  Total 30 C2X, 100 CST of minting fee

Mint 1 : Lv. 10 [SSR+] Gear x2

Mint 2 : NFT Gear x2

You need 2 NFT gears with both having less than 4 minting counts to mint a new NFT.

Each piece of NFT gear can be used as material up to 5 times. Once you reach this limit, they can no longer 
be used as material.

Mint Count C2X Per NFT CST Per NFT

0/5 15 C2X 20 CST

1/5 15 C2X 30 CST

2/5 15 C2X 50 CST

3/5 15 C2X 80 CST

4/5 15 C2X 120 CST

As you can refer to the image below, if you want to mint two NFTs with each having a mint count of 0/5, the 



minting fee calculation would be (accordingly to the table above) :
           15 C2X, 20 CST  +  15 C2X, 20 CST  =  Total 30 C2X, 40 CST of minting fee

Mint 2 : NFT Gear x2

The minting fee is variable and may be adjusted to sustain a healthy token economy.

Soul Decision Formula upon Minting

There is a 60% chance of determining one type of Main Souls.

There is a 40% chance of determining one type of Souls shared by both categories of Gear.

DeFi

DeFi is currently under development. Keep your eyes peeled for further updates!


